The landscapes of Madrid’s wines transport us to a past of
farming traditions because today’s landscape is modelled by and
results from the work of the farmers who settled on its lands.
The vines they cultivated, and which constituted their
livelihood, were the witnesses of important historical events
and also of the anonymous lives of our forebears, who gradually
meshed together the most deep-rooted culture and traditions of
our Madrid region.
In the Arganda area we have one of the best examples of
a cultural landscape in a unique enclave, Aranjuez, with a rural
architecture that resulted from the interaction between man and
nature. Irrigated by the rivers Tajuña and Henares, this is a land of
market gardens and farmlands that filled the larder of the court of
the Spanish Monarchs in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Also of important landscape value is the Navalcarnero
area, a land of meadows and floodplains, with its characteristic
flatlands slashed from north to south by the river Guadarrama.
In complete contrast is the area of San Martín de
Valdeiglesias, a more rugged and mountainous terrain due to the
influence of the nearby Central System. Meadowlands, mountains
and pine woods define a landscape of great natural value.
And let’s not forget to visit the villages –which grew over
time with the vines and the wealth they generated— and their
characteristic squares, churches, monuments, wash houses, caves,
underground wine cellars… These communities are undoubtedly
the ideal place in which to enjoy Madrid’s varied cuisine, the ideal
complement and pairing for our Vinos de Madrid wines.

THE WINE LANDSCAPES

WINE TOURISM

VILLAREJO DE SALVANÉS
www.villarejodesalvanes.es
VILLA DEL PRADO
www.villadelprado.es
VALDILECHA
www.valdilecha.org
VALDELAGUNA
www.valdelaguna.org
TIELMES
www.tielmes.es
SAN MARTÍN DE VALDEIGLESIAS
www.sanmartindevaldeiglesias.es
NAVALCARNERO
www.navalcarnero.es
MORATA DE TAJUÑA
www.ayuntamientodemorata.es

WINE TOURISM
IN MADRID

COLMENAR DE OREJA
www.aytcdo.com
CADALSO DE LOS VIDRIOS
http://www.cadalsodelosvidrios.es/
BRUNETE
www.brunete.org
ALDEA DEL FRESNO
www.aldeadelfresno.es

WINE TASTINGS
AND SOMETHING MORE
AROUND MADRID’S
VILLAGES
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DISCOVERING & ENJOYING

WINE EXPERIENCES
CATA MADRID WINE TASTINGS

The best way of discovering the characteristics and nuances that define
the different wines and with which tapas they are best paired: learning
to taste them with the help of those who best know them.
OENOLOGIST-LED WORKSHOPS

Wine tourism in Madrid:
an experience for all the senses.

Do you want to know how a wine is “built”? No one better than a wine
expert for teaching you the secrets hidden behind each bottle.
WINE SHOP

Madrid is starting to stand out as an ideal destination for wine
tourism. It is also the only European capital to boast its own
Designation of Origin – Vinos de Madrid.
Less than an hour away we encounter a vast range of
landscapes, wineries and experiences, all revolving around wine.
Because to learn about wine right from its roots means
to immerse oneself in the culture and ways of life of a territory and
its inhabitants. And Madrid has a lot to offer.
Madrid’s history is the history of its soil, of its agriculture
and its vineyards, combining tradition and cutting edge in the ways
the wines are produced, with the common factor of their quality:
so rich and varied in nuances, aromas and flavours.
And the history of Madrid’s wines cannot be understood
without its villages, its heritage, its customs, its traditions and
its cuisine.
Discover the prime sites and best-kept secrets of the
Madrid region, enjoy its flavours, dip into its culture, share
sensations with its people. Live the most authentic Madrid through
the Routes of Madrid’s wines.

Hurry up and enjoy at home the wines you have tasted in the winery.
Take them with you!!!
PICNIC IN A VINEYARD

Have you noticed that wine tastes better in its place of origin? Organize a
picnic with the family, as a couple or with friends. A perfect plan for spring
or summer, in close contact with nature. Ideal for a cycling excursion!
GASTRONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Are you staying for lunch? Many wineries also offer a restaurant
service, directly or to order, in which to enjoy tasty recipes and
attractive pairing suggestions.
HERITAGE WINERIES

You will be surprised to discover the whole historical, cultural and natural
heritage associated with the wine-growing territory, where we will find
caves, architecture, museums… Or simply landscapes that will captivate you.
INCENTIVES AND EVENTS

Madrid’s wineries are also the ideal place for all kinds of events and
celebrations. Choose your favourite!!!
FAMILY ACTIVITIES

Wineries are not only for grownups. There are heaps of activities
for enjoying as a family and especially designed for children. A very
special, fun way of learning about the entire process, from picking the
grapes to their fermentation.
And we also have horse riding among the vineyards, pruning or
harvest workshops, geology workshops and more.
Can you think of any more? Make a proposal and we will make it
happen for you.

www.madridenoturismo.org
www.turismomadrid.es
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AROUND THE WINERIES
San Martín de Valdeiglesias Area
1. Cristo del Humilladero Winery
CADALSO DE LOS VIDRIOS
www.bodegacristodelhumilladero.blogspot.com.es
2. Aumesquet Garrido Winery
CADALSO DE LOS VIDRIOS
www.fincamariscalas.com
3. Las Moradas
SAN MARTÍN DE VALDEIGLESIAS
www.lasmoradasdesanmartin.es
4. Virgen de la Poveda Winery
VILLA DEL PRADO
http://bodegavirgendelapoveda.es

Navalcarnero Area
5. Muñoz Martín Winery
NAVALCARNERO
www.bodegasmunozmartin.com

Arganda Area
6. Viñas El Regajal Winery
ARANJUEZ
www.elregajal.es
7. Real Cortijo de Carlos III Farmstead
ARANJUEZ
www.realcortijo.com
8. Señorío del Val Azul Domain
CHINCHÓN
www.senoriodevalazul.es
9. Jesús Díaz e Hijos Wineries
COLMENAR DE OREJA
www.bodegasjesusdiazehijos.com
10. Pedro García Wineries and Vineyards
COLMENAR DE OREJA
www.byvpedrogarcia.com
11. El Nero Winery
CHINCHÓN
www.bodegadelnero.com
12. Arganda Wine-Making Cooperative
ARGANDA DEL REY
www.vinicoladearganda.com
13. Licinia Wineries
MORATA DE TAJUÑA
www.bodegaslicinia.com
14. Pablo Morate Wineries
VALDELAGUNA
www.bodegasmorate.com
15. Peral Wineries
COLMENAR DE OREJA
www.bodegasperal.es
16. Andrés Morate Wineries
BELMONTE DEL TAJO
www.andresmorate.com
17. Tagonius Wineries
TIELMES
www.tagonius.com
18. V de Valmores
NUEVO BAZTÁN
www.vdevalmores.com

ESTABLISHMENTS
1. Hacienda La Coracera
SAN MARTÍN DE VALDEIGLESIAS

Boutique hotel offering accommodation and wine
tourism experiences.
www.haciendalacoracera.es

2. Mesón El Cid
MORATA DE TAJUÑA

Much more than a place to eat, this typical Castilian
inn also offers tours of the Civil War Museum, of
the Jarama Battle and the Ethnological Museum.
www.mesonelcidmorata.com

3. Las Carboneras de Lu
MADRID

Las Carboneras de Lu is a wine shop and
restaurant specializing in traditional Spanish
cuisine with an original and innovative touch.
www.lascarbonerasdelu.com

4. Industrial Travel

Online portal specializing in industrial tourism
and tourism experiences
www.industrial.travel

